A directed graph is called (m, k)-transitive if for every directed path x0x1 . ..x. there is a directed path y,y, . ..yt such that x0 =y ,,, x,=yl,, and {yiIO<iik}c{xiIO<i<m}.
Introduction
A directed graph D =( V, A) with vertex set V and arc set A is transitive if xy~A and yz~A imply XZEA. This notion has been generalized by Harary (unpublished) as follows: D is (m, k)-transitive (m > k 3 1) if for every directed path I',,, of length m (i.e., having m+ 1 vertices) there is a directed path Pk of length k and with the same endvertices, such that all vertices of Pk belong to P,,,. (Then (2,1)-transitivity is equivalent to transitivity.)
Let us note that (m, k)-transitivity holds in D by definition whenever 1 VI <m; moreover, every induced subgraph of an (m, k)-transitive digraph is again (m, k)-transitive.
The concept of (m, k)-transitivity was first investigated by Gyarfas et al. [l] where the class of (m, l)-transitive tournaments was characterized for every m > 2. The proof technique given in [l] , however, is based on the idea to come up with the contradiction xy~ A and yx~ A for some x, YE V, hence, it cannot be extended by any means for the wider class of digraphs in which multiple arcs (possibly joining two vertices in opposite directions) occur.
*Presented at the 3rd International Symposium on Graph Theory and Combinatorics, Marseille-Luminy (France) 1986.
The aim of our note is to provide a new approach to the theme and to investigate generalized transitivity with dropping the restriction of antisymmetry, i.e., opposite arcs xy and yx are allowed to be present at the same time. We consider semi-complete directed graphs (SC-&graphs for short) that is, digraphs with no pair of non-adjacent vertices. Our main results, Theorems 5 and 7, provide structural descriptions of (m, 1)-transitive SC-digraphs (for every m 32) and of (3,2)-transitive ones, respectively.
Using those structural characterizations, we derive an O(n2)-time algorithm that finds the minimum value of m, for any given SC-digraph K on n vertices, such that K is (m, 1)-transitive (Theorem 9). An interesting consequence of this result is that the algorithmic complexity of testing (m, 1)-transitivity in SC-digraphs does not depend on the value of m. A similar algorithm tests (3,2)-transitivity as well, again in O(n2) steps (Theorem 10).
Our method is based on the existence of directed Hamiltonian circuits satisfying certain properties. In Section 2 we pose a related conjecture and prove it for those particular cases which are useful for treating transitivity.
The main results are established in Sections 3-5.
Motivation
From a theoretical point of view there is no good reason to restrict investigations to antisymmetric digraphs when more general results may be available. Beyond this fact, our main reason for dropping the assumption of antisymmetry is that in some applications of digraphs it makes no sense to exclude opposite arcs. A relevant example is social choice theory, where several variations of transitivity are considered (see e.g. [4] ). In that area, voting models often are semi-complete directed graphs in which the single arcs and double arcs (see definitions below) mean 'strict preference' and 'indifference', respectively.
In another interpretation, arcs represent interconnections -the possible directions of data transmission -among nodes of a network (in particular, opposite arcs correspond to pairs supplied with a two-way communication). In this model (m,k)-transitivity means that if a message can be transmitted through a path of length m then it can also be sent through a path of length k without involving further nodes.
These examples lead to further interesting questions; for instance, to investigate if there is a relation between (generalized) transitivity and fault tolerance. The present work, however, only provides a theoretical basis with a new proof technique, while those applications should be the subject of future research.
Dejinitions and basic notions
In a digraph D = (V, A), a (directed) path from x1 to x, is a sequence x1 x2.. . x, of distinct vertices such that xix. ,+iEAfor l<idm-l;thesequencex,...x,isacircuitif it is a path from x1 to x, and, in addition, x,x~EA.
The length of a circuit is the number of its vertices; a path on m vertices has length m- We divide the arc set A of a digraph into two parts: the set of single arcs, AI =(xy~A 1 yx$A), and the set of double arcs, A2=A\A1 =(xy~A 1 yx~A). (We take each arc with multiplicity 1, since parallel arcs are irrelevant with respect to transitivity.) Recall that K =( V, A) is an SC-digraph if for every X, YE V, xy~A or yx~A holds. It is an elementary fact that the strong components Vi, . . . , V, of an SC-digraph form a transitive structure, i.e., they can be renumbered in such a way that xy~A, whenever
A tournament is an SC-digraph without double arcs; a complete digraph is an SC-digraph without single arcs. An undirected graph is called complete if each pair of its vertices is adjacent by an edge.
A conjecture on Hamiltonian circuits
Our proof technique for handling (m, k)-transitive SC-digraphs will be based on the existence of Hamiltonian circuits satisfying specific properties. First we formulate a general conjecture and then prove some of its particular cases needed in applications for transitivity. Proof. (i) Take any single arc xy~A, . Since K is strong, there is a directed path from y to x. This path together with the (single) arc xy forms a circuit. Hence, Lemma 2 can be applied.
(ii) We show that there is a circuit with more than one single arc. (Then Lemma 2 implies the validity of the proposition, since the length of such a cycle must be at least 3.) If there is a path xyz, xyeAI, yz~A~, then K\y is strong by assumption, SO that we can find a directed z-x path P. Then Pu{ y} defines a circuit with the required properties.
If no such xyz exists, then there is a partition I', u V, = V such that every single arc joins a vertex of Vi to a vertex of V,, and each arc of AI is oriented from I', to V,. In particular, K [ vi] is a complete graph for i = 1,2. Since K \x contains single arcs for every XE V, K&rig's theorem [2] implies that there can be found two vertex-disjoint single arcs x1x2, y1y2~A1, where Xi, YiE Vi (i = 1,2); similarly, since K \x is strong for every x, there are two vertex-disjoint double arcs u u 2 1, UzUlEAz (Ui,UiEVi for i=l,2).
We are going to show that those two single arcs xix2 and yry,, or some suitably chosen others in a similar position, are contained in a circuit of K.
First, if the arcs xly2 and y,x2 both are in A,, then xlx2y,y2 is a circuit, and the proof is done. Suppose next that the arcs x,y2 and ylx2 both are in AI. Then a suitable relabelling of the vertices (if necessary) yields x1 # vr, x2 #u2, y, #ul, y2 # v2; if e.g. originally we have xi = ui and y2=u2, then the arcs xly2 and ylx2 should be chosen instead of x1x2 and y,y, (and the other cases can be handled in a similar way). Now x1x2vZv1y,yZuZu, is a circuit, since K[VJ is complete.
Finally, if say y,xz~A1 and y,xl~Az, then the previous argument works unless every double arc from V, to V1 meets {x1, yz}. In this case, however, ( Vi] >, 3 holds as K\x, and K\yZ are strong, so that a third single arc zlzl can be found which is disjoint from {x1,x2,y1,yZ}.
(Otherwise, xlxZzZz,yly, is a circuit with at least two single arcs.) Hence, some of the above situations must hold. 0
Corollary 3.1. Zf D=( V, A) is a strong SC-digraph on n vertices and AI #@, then D is
Proof. Let x 1.. . x, be a Hamiltonian circuit of D, with x,x1 E AI. Then x1 x,4 A, but the path x1 . . . x, would force x1
Further easy corollaries to Proposition 3 are the facts that every strong SC-digraph K (and, in particular, every strong tournament) contains a Hamiltonian circuit, and K also contains a strong tournament on the same vertex set.
(m, 1)-Transitivity in semi-complete digraphs
The following simple observation shows that the problem of characterizing (m, k)-transitive SC-digraphs can be reduced to the class of strong SC-digraphs, for any m and k.
Lemma 4. Let m, k be positive integers, m > k. An SC-digraph is (m, k)-transitive if and only if so is each of its strong components.
Proof. Let x, YE V be two vertices belonging to distinct strong components of an
SC-digraph K =( V, A).
It is enough to show that if there is a path of length t from x to y (t Z 2), then it can be shortened to a directed x-y path of length t -1. Let x0x1.. x, be a directed path, x0 =x, x, = y. Clearly, there are three consecutive vertices Xi, xi+ 1, Xi+Z, such that Xi and xi+2 belong to distinct strong components of K. Then the transitive structure of the strong components implies Xixi+z~Al, so that XO-..XiXi+2...
x, is an x-y path of length t -1. 0
Now we are in a position to prove a characterization theorem of (m, l)-transitive SC-digraphs for every m32, as follows. Thus, the statement follows by Lemma 4, putting k=l. 0
The above characterization has several consequences. Two of them (in connection with algorithms) will be discussed in Section 5. Some others are given here. If t = 7, the paths formed by four consecutive long diagonals (i.e., xi x5 x2x6x3, etc.) yield XiXi+z~A, so that C induces a semi-complete subgraph, contradicting Theorem 5 (b).
If t=6, aSSLlUlC XIXzEfiz and XZX3EA1. %hCe Xi+2XiEA, the path x4x2x1x5x3 shows x4x3~A, and similarly we obtain xgx5EA.
Then x6x4 x3x1x2 and its rotations yield x6x2, x2x4, x4x6cA, and paths of type xgx2x4x5x3 imply the presence of the arcs x,5x3, x2 x5, x4x1.
Thus, C induces a semi-complete strong digraph on 6 vertices, a contradiction again. 0
Corollary 5.5 (Gyarfas et al. Cl]). A t ournament is (m, l)-transitive ifand only ifit does not contain any circuit of length greater than m.
We note that for the antisymmetric case (i.e., for oriented graphs) Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 yield the following statements. A (3,1)-transitive oriented graph has no circuit of length greater than 3, and in a (4,1)-transitive oriented graph the length of every circuit longer than 4 is a multiple of 3. The former property was proved in [l], while the latter was observed by Jacobson, Kinch, and the present author (unpublished).
We note further that Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 are more or less best possible, in the following sense. Since complete digraphs are (m,k)-transitive for every m and k, no restriction can be proved concerning the lengths of circuits in AZ. Moreover, the following simple construction shows that (4,1)-transitive digraphs can contain circuits of an arbitrary length = 0 (mod 3), even if they are assumed to be antisymmetric. Let Vi u V2 u V3 = V be a partition of the vertex set into non-empty classes, and let A = Al be the set of all arcs joining 5 to V. ,+ifori=l,2,3(where l',=I'i).Clearly,D=(V,A) is (4,1)-transitive and contains circuits of length 3i, for every i such that 1 <i<min{I Vjl 1163'63).
Characterization of (3,2)-transitive SC-digraphs
In Lemma 4, we have seen that checking (m, k)-transitivity in SC-digraphs can be done in the strong components separately. We start this section with another simple type of reduction that can be applied when k>2.
Lemma 6. Let K = ( V, A) be an SC-digraph, and let m, k be integers, m > k 2 2. Suppose that a vertex XE V is not incident to any single arc. Then K is (m, k)-transitive ifand only zj K \x is (m, k)-transitive.
Proof. Necessity is obvious. On the other hand, any path P of length m that contains x can be shortened to a path of an arbitrary given length 22 and with the same endpoints, since all diagonals of P, incident to x, are present in K. Finally, if P does not contain x, then it satisfies the requirement as K\x is supposed to be (m,k)-
By Lemmas 4 and 6, if we want to decide whether or not an SC-digraph is (3,2)-transitive (or (m, k)-transitive), then we can delete all vertices not incident to single arcs, decompose the remaining graph into strong components, and repeat this procedure in the separate parts until these reduction steps cannot be applied in any part; then check (m, k)-transitivity in those parts independently. This observation leads to the following concept.
Definition. An SC-digraph K = ( V, A) is S-irreducible if K is strong and every vertex XE V is incident to some single arc.
According to the two elementary reductions, in case of k 2 2 it is enough to describe the structure of S-irreducible SC-digraphs.
This can be done when m = 3 and k = 2.
Theorem 7. An S-irreducible SC-digraph K =( V, A) is (3,2)-transitive ifand only if any two of its single arcs share a vertex (i.e., either K is a cyclic triangle or AI is a spanning star of K with any orientation in which the center of the star has positive in-degree and positive out-degree).
The proof of this result is based on some properties of (3,2)-transitive SC-digraphs that will be formulated as Lemmas 7.1-7.5. The first one can easily be proved by checking it for each small graph, and therefore we omit the details.
Lemma 7.1. A strong SC-digraph on four vertices is (3,2)-transitive if and only if it
contains no pair of vertex-disjoint single arcs. Proof. Otherwise, let a,, a,EA, be two single arcs belonging to distinct connected components of Gr. Then aluaz induces an SC-digraph on four vertices, with four double arcs and two vertex-disjoint single arcs, contradicting (3,2)-transitivity by Lemma 7.1. 0
Notation. For an SC-digraph
As a matter of fact, the above argument gives that G1 does not contain any pair of 'strongly independent' edges, i.e., if two edges el,e,EE(G1) are vertex-disjoint, then there is a further edge of G, joining e, with ez. 
Lemma 7.3. Let K =( V, A) be an S-irreducible SC-digraph containing two vertex

. Let K =(V, A) be an S-irreducible SC-digraph containing a pair of vertex-disjoint single arcs. If G2 is not connected, then K is not (3,2)-transitive.
Proof. By Lemma 7.3, the edges of Gz cover V. Suppose that G2 is not connected, and denote by C,, . . . . C, the vertex sets of its connected components. Note that I Gil 3 2 for every i. Observe first that for each pair Ci, Cj (i #j), the single arcs joining those two components are oriented in the same way, i.e., all arcs are oriented from Ci to Cj, or all of them are from Cj to Ci. Indeed, if there are some arcs in each direction, then it is easy to find two double arcs ai c Ci and ajc Cj such that the SC-digraph induced by aiuaj in K contains a single arc from ai to aj and also from aj to ai. Thus, this subgraph is strong and contains four single arcs joining ai and aj, two of which obviously are vertex-disjoint.
Hence, by Lemma 7.1, K is not (3,2)-transitive. Consequently, the orientation of arcs between Ci and Cj is uniquely determined by the values of i and j. Since K is strong, A, contains a circuit x1x2x3 of length three, such that each Xi belongs to a distinct component Ci. Take a vertex z such that zxl eA2. Then the subgraph induced by { x1, x2, x3, z} is strong and contains five single arcs. Thus, by Lemma 7.1, K is not (3,2) -transitive. 0
Lemma 7.5 (Seinsche [3]). Zf an undirected graph G does not contain a path on four vertices as an induced subgraph, then either G or its complement is disconnected.
Now the main result of this section can shortly be derived from the previous lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 7. Obviously, if A r is a triangle or a star, then K is (3,2)-transitive, so that sufficiency is clear. To prove necessity, suppose, on the contrary, that there is an S-irreducible SC-digraph K being (3,2)-transitive and containing a pair of vertexdisjoint single arcs. By Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4, Gr and Gz are connected. Moreover, Gz is the complement of G1 , since K is semi-complete. Thus, G2 contains an induced path P on four vertices, by Lemma 7.5. Clearly, the induced subgraph K [P] is strong and, as the complement of P is again a path on four vertices in G1, it contains a pair of vertex-disjoint single arcs. This fact contradicts (3,2)-transitivity by Lemma 7.1. 0
Algorithmic complexity
The aim of this section is to raise and investigate the following two questions. contains an x-y path of length k, where d, is the maximum degree in the induced subgraph D[P], i.e., dr < min(d, m). These two estimates provide an obvious upper bound of order O(ndm+k) for the necessary running time of any reasonable algorithm on the class of digraphs with maximum in-(out-) degree d. For the class of all graphs, this estimate means O(n"+' mk) which is a polynomial of n whenever m is fixed. We do not know, however, how large the exponent of n should be for a 'best' algorithm in the worst case. Hence, more than n2 -3n steps are needed.
To prove that O(n2) steps always suffice, let an SC-digraph K =( I', A) on n vertices be given. Apply the algorithm consisting of the following steps.
1. Detect all arcs of K. The algorithm terminates when the file is exhausted, i.e., when in step 7 the presence or absence of two disjoint single arcs has been tested in each subgraph to be considered; or, alternatively, if a subgraph has no single arcs then it is eliminated in step 3 by successively removing its vertices. If a pair of vertex-disjoint single arcs has been found, then (3,2)-transitivity cannot hold; otherwise, K is (3,2)-transitive. To prove the correctness of this algorithm, we refer to Theorem 7 and the definition of S-irreducibility.
If K is S-irreducible, then no vertex is deleted from it in step 3, and the graph F obtained in step 5 is strong, so that the condition of Theorem 7 is checked in K itself. Otherwise, if K has a vertex not incident to any single arc, then by Lemma 6 this vertex is irrevelant with respect to (3,2)-transitivity, therefore, it can be deleted (step 3); on the other hand, if K is not strong, then by Lemma 4 the property can be checked in the strong components separately. It is immediately seen that two vertices belong to distinct components of K if and only if they are in distinct rs and the vertices vi representing those trees are in distinct strong components of F. Thus, it is necessary and sufficient to check (3,2)-transitivity in those components separately. Hence, correctness is proved.
The proof of the theorem will be done if we show that the algorithm terminates in O(d) steps. The bound of O(n") is obvious for steps 1 and 2 (initialization) as they are executed just once at the very beginning -the arcs in the induced subgraphs are the same as those in K. In order to estimate the running time of steps 3-8, we apply induction on n, assuming that for every p <n the algorithm terminates in cp2 time on any semi-complete digraph on p vertices, for some constant c independent of p. If K contains a vertex x not incident to any single arc, then x can be found in n steps, it should be deleted from the records of the other vertices, and the value of n has to be decreased to n-1 in those records. These manipulations require at most c'n steps for some constant c', so that the total running time is at most c(n -1)' +c'n (by induction) which is smaller than cn ' if c has been chosen appropriately with respect to c'.
From now on suppose that each vertex of K is incident to some single arc. To check this property, step 3 is executed n times. Moreover, the trees Tl , . . . , Tk of a spanning forest (step 4) can be found in 0(n2) time.
Denote by ni the number of vertices in r (1~ i < k). We need to investigate xi, j ninj pairs of vertices in order to obtain the graph F in step 5. Then the running time of the algorithm listing the strong components of F (step 6) is 0(t2), and we have t2 <I ninj as the ni are positive integers.
If a strong component
Ci of F is not a single vertex, then in this component the algorithm terminates in step 7 by checking the presence of two disjoint arcs in A 1.
This property can be checked in linear time, because A1 satisfies the requirement if and only if it is a star or a triangle, and both cases are easily handled by the degree sequences.
If a strong component Ci is a singleton, then it corresponds to just one z, which from then on is treated by the algorithm as a separate graph. Separation (i.e., modification of the records) requires a running time proportional to the number of edges between distinct components, which again means O(Cninj) steps, and within one subgraph we need O((ni)') time, by the induction hypothesis. Since 1 1 GiCt ni = n, we obtain that the total running time is at most Cc(ni)' +Cc"nini, for a constant c", and this sum is less than cn2 if c is chosen appropriately. U
